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Abstract—Overlay design for topic-based publish/subscribe
(pub/sub) systems is of primary importance because the overlay
forms the basis for the system and directly impacts its performance. This paper focuses on the
problem: Use
the minimum number of edges to construct a topic-connected
overlay (TCO) such that all nodes that are interested in the same
topic are organized in a directly connected dissemination suboverlay. Existing algorithms for
suffer from three
key drawbacks: 1) prohibitively high runtime cost; 2) reliance
on global knowledge and centralized operation; and 3) nonincremental operation by reconstructing the TCO from scratch.
From a practical point of view, these are all severe limitations. To
address these concerns, we develop algorithms that dynamically
join multiple TCOs. Inspired by the divide-and-conquer character
of this idea, we derive a number of algorithms for the original
problem that accommodate a variety of practical
pub/sub workloads. Both theoretical analysis and experimental
evaluations demonstrate that our divide-and-conquer algorithms
seek a balance between time efficiency and the number of edges
required: Our algorithms cost a fraction (up to 1.67%) of the
runtime cost of their greedy alternatives, which come at the expense of an empirically insignificant increase in the average node
degree. Furthermore, in order to reduce the probability of poor
partitioning at the divide phase, we develop a bulk-lightweight
partitioning scheme on top of random partitioning. This more
refined partitioning imposes a marginally higher runtime cost,
but leads to improvements in the output TCOs, including average
node degrees and topic diameters.
Index Terms—Algorithm, overlay, publish/subscribe.

I. INTRODUCTION

P

UBLISH/SUBSCRIBE (pub/sub) has become a popular
communication paradigm that provides a loosely coupled
form of interaction among many publishing data sources and
many subscribing data sinks [1]–[3]. This work focuses on
topic-based pub/sub: Publishers associate each publication
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message with one or more specific topics, and subscribers
register their interests in a subset of all topics.
A distributed pub/sub system often organizes nodes (i.e., brokers or servers) as an application-level overlay in a federated or
peer-to-peer manner. The overlay infrastructure forms the foundation for distributed pub/sub and directly impacts the system’s
performance and scalability, e.g., message latency and routing
cost. Constructing a high-quality overlay for distributed pub/sub
is a key challenge and fundamental problem that has received attention both in industry [1] and academia [4]–[7].
Chockler et al. [4] introduced the notion of topic-connected
overlay (TCO). Informally speaking means that all nodes interested in the same topic are organized in a connected dissemination suboverlay. A TCO ensures that messages published on
each topic can be transmitted to all nodes interested in this topic
without using noninterested nodes as intermediate relays. Publication routing atop such overlays saves bandwidth and computational resources otherwise wasted on forwarding messages
of no interest to the node. It also results in smaller routing tables. Also, from the perspective of security, TCOs are preferred
in the context where users within a trusted group want to share
messages among themselves without having the messages travel
outside the group.
A number of existing approaches build separate dissemination overlays on a per-topic (or, more generally, per-interest)
basis [8]–[11], thereby attaining the TCO property. While these
construction methods are efficient, the resulting overlays may
exhibit prohibitively high node degrees. This does not meet
the imperative requirement for a pub/sub overlay to have a
low link fan-out per node. While overlay designs for different
applications might be principally different, they all strive
to minimize node degrees, e.g., DHTs [12] and small-world
networks [13]. First, it costs a lot of resources to maintain
adjacent links for a high-degree node (i.e., monitor the links
and the neighbors [4], [5]). For a typical pub/sub system,
each link would have to accommodate a number of protocols,
service components, message queues, etc. Second, the node
degree directly influences the size of the pub/sub routing tables,
the complexity of matching, and the efficiency of message
delivery. While the benefits for systems where nodes have a
limited amount of resources are obvious (e.g., in the context of
P2P and mobile), it should be noted that the original motivation
for Chockler et al.’s design [4] stems from cloud environments. Namely, it was based on the observations that full-mesh
approaches do not scale in an IBM data center application
environment and that bounded-degree overlays are required.
Third, a low diameter is another preferred property for pub/sub
overlays [4]: The overlay diameter impacts many performance
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factors for pub/sub routing, e.g., message latency. With lower
diameter, message delays are likely to be smaller because fewer
hops are needed for message delivery. For example, the initial
GooPS design required that each source–sink pair would be no
more than three overlay hops apart [1].
To address these issues, Chockler et al. posed the problem
of constructing a TCO with the minimum average node degree,
proved the NP-hardness, and developed a greedy approximation algorithm [4]. Other variations of this problem have also
been considered [5]. While these approaches give rise to overlays with quite small node degrees, their runtime costs are significant [4], [5]. Furthermore, all these approaches require the
global knowledge of all participating nodes including their interests. All these approaches are based on centralized operations
that neither lend themselves to decentralized execution nor support dynamic changes to nodes, topics or interests without reconstruction of the TCO from scratch.
From a practical point of view, these constraints are not satisfactory as system failures inevitably lead to network partitions,
which motivate the need for joining existing and correctly functioning suboverlays. Similarly, partitions may come from administrative or scheduled maintenance tasks that affect part of
the system. It would be excessively expensive to tear down existing connections and to reestablish the overlay from scratch,
which is unscalable with the size of the network.
In practice, the set of machines in a data center tends to exhibit nonnegligible variation over time [14], so that the ability to
handle dynamic changes (such as node churn) is essential. While
global system knowledge is not an absolute put-off for large organizations that often employ various forms of highly available
and centralized directory services to reliably track configuration
information, a scalable overlay construction algorithm, which
can cope with partial system information, poses an appealing
alternative. Similar concerns motivate the need for a decentralized solution.
To address these concerns, we propose a number of novel
techniques to tackle the TCO construction problem. First, we
formulate the TCO join problem and establish its complexity
properties before proposing algorithms for this problem. Given
two or more TCOs, we aim to construct a single TCO that includes all nodes of the sub-TCOs and respects all interest relations. We establish that it is NP-hard to add minimum number of
edges across sub-TCOs. We develop approximation algorithms
for this TCO join problem and empirically evaluate their performances. Based on our approach, we devise divide-and-conquer
algorithms for the original TCO construction problem, which
basically divide the entire network into smaller partitions, conquer each partition separately by building sub-TCOs locally,
and then combine the separate sub-TCOs into a single, global
TCO. We present a numerical method for selecting the number
of partitions, which is a key parameter for the performance of
our divide-and-conquer algorithms. We also compare a number
different partitioning techniques in the context of divide-andconquer, including random partitioning, node clustering, and a
novel bulk-lightweight partitioning method. We discuss the pros
and cons of these techniques, both theoretically and empirically.
Both theoretical analysis and experimental evaluations show
that it takes divide-and-conquer algorithms significantly less
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time to construct a TCO from scratch compared to previous algorithms, at the expense of an insignificant increase in the node
degree of the resulting TCO. In our experiments, based on typical pub/sub workloads, we show that the runtime cost of the
proposed algorithms is at most 1.67% of that of the existing
state-of-the-art approaches, while the average node degree is
only 2.12 larger. In addition, our divide-and-conquer approach
only requires partial information about nodes, topics, and interests at each phase. Moreover, our divide-and-conquer approach
is better suited to accommodate dynamic node joins and leaves
that tend to affect small portions of the overlay.
We organize this paper as follows. Section II introduces relevant notation and background information. In Section III, we
formally introduce the TCO join problem. In Section IV, we
discuss and analyze approaches to this problem. In Section V,
we generalize our approach resulting in the design of a divideand-conquer algorithm that substantially outperforms earlier algorithms. In Section VI, we elaborate on several characteristics
and optimizations for the new divide-and-conquer algorithm. In
Section VII, we extend the basic random partitioning method
for divide-and-conquer in order to obtain a better balance between running time and the quality of output. In Section VIII, we
present a thorough experimental evaluation of all algorithms developed in this paper, including comparisons of our work to earlier approaches, the ability of our algorithm to adaptively select
the optimal number of partitions, and the performance of divideand-conquer with different partitioning methods. In Section IX,
we put our work in the context of related approaches. We defer
a discussion of related work to Section IX to better position our
approaches next to a broad scope of related approaches.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present definitions and background information essential for the understanding of the algorithms developed in this paper.
Let
be the set of nodes and
be the set of topics. We
define the interest function
as:
iff node
is interested in topic
.
Since the domain of
is a Cartesian product, we also refer to
this interest function as an interest matrix.
An overlay network
is an undirected graph
over the node set
with the edge set
. Given
an overlay network
, an interest function
, and
a topic
, a subgraph
of
is induced by if
and
. An overlay is topic-connected if
contains at most one topic-connected component (TC-component) for each topic
. We denote a topic-connected
overlay (TCO) as
,
for short. Fig. 1
gives an example.
Chockler et al. [4] introduced the parameterized family
of Scalable Overlay Construction (SOC) design problems
for pub/sub that captures the tradeoff between the overlay
scalability and the cost of message dissemination. Their work
focused on the
problem for minimizing the
number of edges needed to create a TCO for a given instance.
Problem 1 offers the formal definition of
.
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Algorithm 1: Greedy Merge

Fig. 1. (1) Overlay . (2) Subgraph
is not topic-connected.

is topic-connected. (3) Subgraph

Problem 1:
: Given an instance
, where is a set of nodes, is a set of topics, and
is the interest function, construct a
with the smallest
total number of edges (i.e., the minimum average node degree).
Chockler et al. [4] proved the NP-completeness of
and proposed the Greedy Merge
algorithm that achieves a logarithmic approximation.
is
centralized and requires complete knowledge of , , and
. The running time for
is
. GM is only
capable of building the TCO from scratch, whereas in practice,
due to network partitioning, for instance, the combination of
suboverlays is an important concern.
Algorithm 1 specifies the
algorithm: It starts with an
empty edge set and iteratively adds carefully selected edges one
by one until attaining a TCO. At each iteration,
greedily selects an edge whose addition to the overlay would maximally
reduce the total number of TC-components for all the topics.
In this paper, we use techniques from
both to devise an
algorithm for the TCO join problem in Section IV and to derive a more efficient approach for the
problem
in Section V-A.
also serves as an evaluation baseline in
Section VIII.
III.

-

-

PROBLEM

In this section, we introduce the TCO join problem and discuss its similarities and differences with
.
The joining of existing TCOs over the same set of topics but
disjoint sets of nodes can be achieved by the known approaches
for
. That is, given sets of nodes and interest functions, compute the union of the sets of nodes and construct a
common interest matrix as the union of individual interest functions (the union is well defined as the functions’ domains are
disjoint), and apply the algorithms for
to rebuild
the TCO from scratch. However, in practice, it is often better
to preserve existing edges and only to incrementally add edges
as needed to achieve TCO combined from existing sub-TCOs.
This is because establishing a new edge is a relatively costly
operation, and incremental computation of additional edges is
more efficient than the recomputation of the entire TCO. Also,
to rebuild a new overlay from scratch, all existing connections
in the existing overlays would have to be torn down, the new
routing tables would have to be distributed, and the new connections would have to be established—all adding to the cost
of reacting to a network partition or to incrementally evolving
a TCO. We give the formal definition of the TCO join problem
as follows.

GM
Input: , ,
Output:
1: for all
do
2:
for all
such that
3:
4: for all
do
5:
6:
add to
7:
buildEdges
8: return

for

-

do

buildEdges
Input:
: a two-dimensional array over
whose elements are subsets of
s.t.
:
1)
, and 2)
:
, and
belong to the same
TC-component for .
: an array of size
where each element
is an edge set. If edge
, then adding
to the current overlay would reduce the number of
TC-components by , where
Output:
, an edge set that forms a TCO for
1:
2:
3: while
do
4:
some edge
in
5:
6:
delete from
7:
for all such that
do
8:
for all
,
, do
9:
locate such that
10:
delete
from
11:
add
to
12:
13:
for all
do
14:
15:
16: return
Problem 2:
: Given nodedisjoint TCOs, i.e.,
,
, construct
with the minimum number of edges,
where
,
and
.
is a special case of
when
each joining overlay contains only one node. Hence, all impossibility results about
(NP-completeness and impossibility of linear approximation unless
) apply to
as well. However, as we mentioned above,
it is not practical to directly apply the existing
algorithms to
.
Given a
instance, it is often more beneficial to tackle the problem incrementally rather than to construct
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Fig. 2. (a)
with
edges. (b)
edges. (c)
built from scratch has

built by incremental join has
edges.

the TCO from scratch. There is, however, a drawback: The total
number of edges resulting from incremental addition of edges
can be much larger than that of TCO construction from scratch,
as illustrated in the following example.
Assume an -node set
and an
-topic set
. We divide into
groups
,
. Topics in which node is interested, denoted
by
, comprise two parts: 1) all topics in , and 2) the th
topic
from another topic group
. Therefore

For an arbitrary , the part of the interest matrix restricted to
looks as follows:

..
.

..
.

..
.

..

.

..
.

..

.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..

.

..
.

..

.

..
.

The
for this input instance must be an
clique
because each has to link to all other nodes in order to achieve
topic-connectivity for topics in [see Fig. 2(a)].
Assume a new node
, which is interested in all topics in
the entire topic set , requests to join. If we construct
by incrementally adding edges to
, then the number of
edges in
is still
, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). However, if we delete all existing edges and reconstruct the TCO
from scratch, it is sufficient to simply connect
to all other
, which results in a
with
edges [cf.
Fig. 2(c)].
This example shows that the number of edges resulting from
incremental addition can be
times larger than the number
of edges when building an TCO from scratch. However, our experimental findings in Section VIII show that for typical pub/sub
workloads, this situation virtually never occurs in practice.
Next, we design several algorithms for
,
which incrementally add cross-TCO edges.
IV. ALGORITHMS FOR

-

-

PROBLEM

We first devise the Naive Merge
algorithm for
, as specified in Algorithm 2.
is based
on a greedy heuristic giving rise to similar properties as for
.

We include the design and analysis of
below to illustrate
its weaknesses that motivate the need for a more sophisticated
algorithm, presented thereafter.
The intuition behind
is that we need to determine a set of
cross-TCO edges that, in conjunction with the existing edges
internal to the TCOs, produce a combined TCO. Below, we
refer to inner edges as
and outer edges as
. We
can obtain
by the union of all edges in sub-TCOs.
starts with an empty
and iteratively adds edges one by
one until the TCO is attained. At each iteration,
selects a
cross-TCO edge whose addition to the current overlay would
maximally reduce the total number of TC-components.
Algorithm 2 follows the design of the
algorithm given
in Section II. The correctness, approximation ratio, and running
time properties below can be established by adapting the respective proofs for the
algorithm. For brevity, we only focus on
the key differences and place the complete analysis of all proofs
in the Appendix and in the technical report [15].
Lemma 1: Algorithm 2 outputs a TCO for the input
.
Line 5 in Algorithm 2 computes the set
of all
cross-TCO edges. Let
be an optimal edge set of cross-TCO
edges, and
be the set of topics covered by overlay nodes
in , i.e.,
. Note,
is also the number of TC-components for
, and thus
is the total number of TC-components for the input
of all TCOs. With proof techniques similar to [4, Lemma 6.5],
we establish Lemma 2.
Lemma 2: Algorithm 2 has a log approximation ratio for
the total number of edges in the TCO:
.
Lemma 3: The running time of Algorithm 2 is
.
Algorithm 2 also retains the undesirable properties of
.
The high running time cost as given by Lemma 3 is not insignificant.
cannot be easily decentralized, and the overlay computation requires the complete knowledge of
. These
shortcomings motivate the development of a new algorithm.
Our new algorithm for
is based on the
notion of a star set defined and illustrated next.
Definition 1: (Star set) Given an instance
, a star
set is a subset
such that

Node is a star node (or a star) if
.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, a star set is a subset of overlay nodes
that represents the interests of all the nodes in the overlay. The
complete node set
is always a star set, but there probably
exist many other star sets with much fewer stars. Star nodes can
function as bridges for the purpose of determining cross-TCO
connections. It is easy to see that it is possible to attain full
topic-connectivity only by using cross-TCO links among star
sets of different sub-TCOs. Suppose we have a number of TCOs
such that each TCO includes nodes interested in a topic
. Then, each of the star sets includes a node interested in .
By connecting nodes from different star sets, we can achieve
topic-connectivity for .
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Algorithm 3: Star Merge algorithm for
StarMerge
Input: A list

of

Output:
,
Fig. 3. (a) TCO. (b)
is a star set thst covers all topics
is not a star set; it only covers
.
(c)

Algorithm 2: Naive Merge for

-

.

-

NaiveMerge
Input: A list
of node-disjoint topic-connected
overlays:
,
Output: A topic-connected overlay
where
,
,
1:
2: for
3:
add
4:
5:
6:
7: return

;
to

do
to

greedyConnect
Input:
: A list of
pairs
Output:
, a set of cross-TCO edges that forms a TCO
along with inner overlay edges
1: for
to do
2:
for all
do
3:
for all
do
4:
5:
6:
for all
do
7:
8: for all
such that
do
9:
10:
if
then
11:
add to
12: return buildEdges
Since the minimum star sets tend to be substantially smaller
than the entire node set, considering only star nodes as candidates for cross-TCO links gives rise to a number of advantages.
One, the running time of the TCO construction algorithms considered in this paper is roughly proportional to the square of the
number of nodes, so the algorithm would run much faster if we
only consider star nodes. Two, we can compute star sets of different TCOs in parallel in a fully decentralized fashion. Three,
calculation of cross-TCO edges no longer requires the complete
knowledge of
. A partial view of star nodes and their
interests is sufficient.
We still need to consider, how to efficiently determine a
minimum star set given
. The problem of computing
a minimum star set turns out to be precisely equivalent (through
a linear reduction) to the classic minimum set cover problem,

1:
2: for
3:
4:
5:
6:
add
7:
8:
9:
10: return

;
to

getStarSet
1:
and
2: while
3:
4:
5: return

-

-

node-disjoint TCOs:
,
, where
, and
;

do

to

do
;

which is NP-complete but has a logarithmic approximation.
Note that the size of the star set only affects the performance
of our algorithm rather than its correctness. In Algorithm 3,
provides a standard greedy implementation
that attains a provable logarithmic approximation. It starts with
an empty star set and continues adding nodes to the star set one
by one until all topics of interest are covered. At each iteration,
the algorithm selects a node that is interested in the largest
number of uncovered topics.
Algorithm 3 presents our Star Merge
algorithm.
operates in two phases. First,
determines a star set for each
sub-TCO. Note that the star set for
does not need to cover
all of . It suffices to cover
. Second,
connects all the nodes in the star sets into a TCO greedily
by always selecting an edge with the maximum contribution.
Below, we establish the properties of
.
Lemma 4: Algorithm 3 outputs a TCO for the input
.
Let
and
follow the same definitions as for Lemma 2.
Let
be the edge set computed by Line 8 of Algorithm 3.
This edge set connects star nodes in
across
all TCOs. Let
be the minimum edge set to connect
. Then, the following properties for Algorithm 3
hold.
Lemma 5: The output of Algorithm 3 has a log approximation ratio as compared to the optimal solution of just connecting
stars:
.
Let
be the star set of minimum size for
. Then,
, and the following result holds.
Lemma 6: Algorithm 3 has the following approximation ratio:
.
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Lemma 7: The running time of Algorithm 3 is

With Lemmas 3 and 7, we can see that
improves the
running time significantly because for most cases
holds. We also show this experimentally in Section VIII-B.
The same idea to reduce the number of nodes by choosing
from star nodes can be applied to solve
, which
we discuss in Section V.
V. DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER FOR

-

We extend
for
to tackle the original
problem in a divide-and-conquer manner. We
first develop the divide-and-conquer algorithm in Section V-A,
and then present its main analytical properties in Section V-B.
We show analytically that the proposed algorithm leads to a
significantly improved running time cost as compared to
.
In Section VIII, we quantify these improvements empirically.
A.

Algorithm

According to [4], the number of nodes is a dominant factor
algorithm (i.e.,
) and
for the running time of the
a serious drawback to the algorithm’s performance and scalability. We can improve the running time of
by reducing
the size of the node set. This suggests a divide-and-conquer
strategy for
: 1) divide the input
instance into several subinstances with smaller node sets;
2) conquer each subinstance independently
and build sub-TCOs; and then 3) combine these sub-TCOs by
adding cross-TCO edges and return one TCO as an output for
the original instance.
Following this design, we present the Divide-and-Conquer
algorithm in Algorithm 4. We employ
to conquer the
subinstances by determining inner edges used
for the construction of the suboverlays. The
algorithm can
tackle the combine phase by adding cross-TCO edges (i.e., outer
edges) in a greedy manner. To divide nodes, the algorithm uses
a random partitioning. The number of partitions is obtained by
function
in Line 2 of Algorithm 4, for which we give
a detailed algorithm and analysis in Section VI. Each partition
contains
nodes, where
.
There are two methods to divide the nodes: 1) node clustering,
and 2) random partitioning. Node clustering is partitioning the
original node set into groups such that nodes with similar interests are placed in the same group while nodes with diverging interests belong to different groups. Random partitioning assigns
each node in the given node set to one of the partitions based on
a uniformly random distribution.
Node clustering seems appealing because well-clustered
nodes with strongly correlated interests would result in
producing lower average node degrees. The problem with
this approach is its relative inefficiency. Clustering algorithms
tend to exhibit high runtime cost. Additionally, they require
the computation of a distance metric among nodes. In our
case, this translates to calculating pairwise correlations among

Algorithm 4: Divide-and-Conquer algorithm for
DivideAndConquerForTCO
Input: , ,
Output: A topic-connected overlay
1:
2:
3:
4: Randomly divide into partitions
5: for
to do
6:
7:
8:
add
to
9:
10: return

-

,

node interests with significant runtime cost implications. It
is challenging to fit node clustering into the
algorithm
such that the latter is still superior to the
algorithm in
terms of runtime cost. Furthermore, it is difficult to devise
an effective decentralized algorithm for node clustering that
would not require complete knowledge of
. Besides,
node clustering by interests may yield clusters that vary in size
depending on the clustering algorithm used.
We choose random partitioning for our
algorithm because it is extremely fast, more robust than node clustering, and
supports decentralized implementation. Also, it is not difficult
to obtain equal-sized partitions by random partitioning, which
is optimal with respect to both average node degree and running time. Furthermore, the construction of inner edges for each
sub-TCO only requires knowledge of node interests within the
suboverlay. Hence, random partitioning can be oblivious to the
composition of nodes and their interests. The shortcoming of
using random partitioning for the
algorithm is the potentially higher average node degree because random partitioning
may place nodes with diverging interests into the same partition
thereby reducing the amount of correlation that is present in the
original node set. In Section VIII, we validate the effect of the
increase in the average node degree empirically and show that
this effect is insignificant.
In order to diminish the risk of suboptimality due to random
partitioning and to guarantee the quality of the output TCO, in
Section VII, we design a more refined partitioning method in
which the nodes that subscribe to large number of topics are
replicated in each partition.
B.

Algorithm Analysis

In this section, we prove correctness, approximation ratio,
and running time properties for the
algorithm.
Lemma 8: Algorithm 4 outputs a TCO for the input
.
Given an instance of the
problem with
, suppose
is an optimal
solution for it. As defined before, denotes the number of
partitions provided for Algorithm 4. There are two types of
edges that form the TCO produced by Algorithm 4: 1)
,
the inner edges that are computed for each suboverlay using
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the
algorithm in Lines 5–8; 2)
, the outer edges to
connect star nodes across different sub-TCOs using the
algorithm in Line 9. The following lemma is based on the
assumption that the optimal overlay for
where
has fewer edges than the optimal overlay
for
.
Lemma 9: Algorithm 4 has the following approximation ratio
for the total number of edges in the TCO:
.
Next, we look at the running time of the
algorithm.
denotes the running time to build
in the loop in Lines 5–8.
denotes the running time to build
in Line 9, and
let
be the total running time cost of Algorithm 4.
Lemma 10: The running time of Algorithm 4 is

Let us denote the average size of a star set for a sub-TCO as
. In Section VIII, we evaluate ’s statistical properties

Lemma 11 is given to simplify the analysis of the running
time cost of the
algorithm presented in Section VI.
Lemma 11: The running time of Algorithm 4 is

C. Decentralizing the

Algorithm

The
algorithm (Algorithm 7) is fully centralized. We can
decentralize
in the following ways: 1) nodes autonomously
organize themselves into random partitions; 2) different partitions construct inner edges in parallel, i.e., the nodes within
each partition exchange their interests and execute
; 3) different partitions compute star sets in parallel; 4) members of
all star sets exchange their interests and compute outer edges.
This decentralized implementation has several important advantages: The parallel calculation reduces the total running time and
distributes the computational load. Furthermore, decentralization eliminates the need for a central entity that must have full
knowledge of all nodes and their interests, as we further elaborate on in Section VI. Note, the original
algorithm does not
lend itself to such decentralization.

average node degree, running time, and other performance characteristics are identical to the performance of the
algorithm
when applied to
. At the other end of the spectrum
where is close to
, the invocation of
at the combine
phase dominates the performance of
. In this case, as we observed in Section IV,
is once again identical to
when
applied to
. Thus, it is the intermediate values of
that represent the interesting balance between the conquer and
combine phases.
With respect to the average node degree, it is desirable to
maintain reasonably small because bounds the approximation ratio, as Lemma 9 shows. We will present further evaluation
in Section VIII.
With respect to the running time, the analysis in Section V-A
establishes that the contribution of both partitioning the nodes
and computing the star sets is of a small order of magnitude in
comparison to the time needed for computing inner edges at the
conquer phase and outer edges at the combine phase. The time
needed for computing inner edges is bounded by
(under the assumption that inner edges for different suboverlays are computed sequentially rather than in parallel), while
the time required for computing outer edges is proportional to
. Approximately speaking, the combined sum of
these two values is minimal if
is minimal, which
occurs if
.
If, on the other hand, inner edges for different suboverlays are
computed in parallel in a decentralized fashion as discussed in
Section V-C, then this computation requires time proportional to
. Then, the total running time is minimal if
is minimal, or
.
A practical application of this running time analysis is complicated by the fact that it is difficult to assess analytically.
However, our analysis suggests an adaptive way for selecting
. Since partitioning the nodes and computing the star sets is
relatively cheap, we can try partitioning for different values.
Each time, we only compute the star sets and thus obtain
without running the expensive calculation of inner and outer
edges. Then, we use fast numerical methods to approximately
determine the minimum of
or
.
Another important performance characteristic of the TCO design algorithms is the potential neighbor set. We define the potential neighbor set for a node as the set of nodes that are considered candidates for becoming a neighbor of when executing
an algorithm. We denote by , the size of ’s potential
neighbor set, also referring to it as potential neighbor size. Note
that is the maximum fan-out that an overlay design
algorithm may yield for node . According to
, the potential
neighbor set for consists of two subsets: 1) nodes in the same
partition as :
; 2) all other star set
nodes:
(if belongs to the star set
). Consequently, there are two classes of nodes with respect
to the potential neighbor set

VI. SELECTING THE SIZE OF PARTITIONS FOR
Our
algorithm is parameterized with , the number of partitions. This parameter impacts all important characteristics of
. When
, the performance is dominated by the invocation of the
algorithm at the conquer phase. In this case,

-

if
if

is not a star node
is a star node.

The significance of this characteristic is manyfold. First of
all, the cardinality of the potential neighbor set directly impacts
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the running time for computing inner edges and outer edges of
because it implies how many nodes are processed when
choosing a link to add (see empirical results in Section VIII).
Second, the maximum node degree has an importance of its
own. While the
algorithm strives to minimize the average
node degree, it may be severely suboptimal with respect to the
degree of individual nodes by producing star-like overlays as
it has been observed in [5]. Therefore, minimizing the potential neighbor size has a desirable effect from this point of view.
Third, the potential neighbor size has an additional important
meaning for the decentralized implementation of the
algorithm discussed in Section V-C. For a node , is precisely equal to the number of nodes whose interests may need
to learn about in the course of an execution. This is important
because gathering nodes’ interests in a scalable and robust decentralized manner is a problem in its own right.
We extend the definitions of potential neighbor size to apply
to the entire node set
-

-

If we consider as a function of , it becomes minimal when
is minimal. Similar to the analysis of
the running time, further development of this derivation requires
to assess analytically. It is also possible, however, to select
adaptively so as to minimize the potential neighbor size by partitioning the nodes and computing the star sets and using efficient
numerical methods to approximately determine the minimum.
To this end, we consider as a function of and search
for , the value of that approximately yields the minimum
. As shown in
in Algorithm 5,
given , we estimate as a function of by performing
random partitioning of , computing the star sets for each
partition, and then summing the sizes of these star sets for this
particular collection of partitions. This method produces reasonable estimations because the sizes of star sets (and therefore
) stay stable with a small deviation across different
trials of random partitioning (see Section VIII-C). Besides,
we can implement
efficiently, and the
cumulative time complexity of all invocations in Algorithm 5
is negligible as long as we only call this function a few times.
The brute-force method requires
invocations: We can
estimate
with all values of in the domain
and choose
that yields the minimum. Fortunately, the shape
of dependency of
on allows us to find
more
efficiently with only
invocations. Section VIII-C
shows that
, as a function of , roughly exhibits a
convex profile: The curve of the function lies below the line
segment joining two endpoints at
and
. Starting
from
, as the number of partitions increases,
would first decrease and then increase; the point of transition
is close to the leftmost endpoint, where
. With this
in mind, we use a one-sided binary search to find
that
approximately yields the minimum
, as specified in
Algorithm 5. First, Lines 2–5 check
repeatedly at larger intervals
until we find
a such that
stops decreasing. We obtain
a window containing the target , i.e.,
, with
invocations of
. Second, Lines 6–15 try to

Algorithm 5: Choose the Number of Partitions by

-

choosePbyPNSizeEstimation
Input: , ,
Output: : the number of partitions,
1:
; 2: repeat
3:
4:
; 5: until 6:
7:
8:
, 9: while
10:
11:
12:
if then
13:
14:
else
15:
16: return
estimatePNSize
Input: , the number of partitions
Output: , an estimate of 1:
2: Randomly divide into partitions
3: for
to do
4:
5:
6: return -

as a function of
,

locate
invocations of

with a binary search, which takes
. In total, Algorithm 5 runs
at most
times, which
is of smaller order of magnitude as compared to the runtime
cost of computing TCO edges in
(see Lemma 10). Our
evaluation in Section VIII further validates that the running
time Algorithm 5 is practically negligible in
.
VII. DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER WITH BULK CLONES
As both the example in Fig. 2 and the evaluation in
Section VIII indicate,
may produce much higher node
degrees than
because of partitioning. Fig. 2 further suggests that the node degrees of a TCO are highly sensitive to
the placement of bulk subscribers—nodes that subscribe to a
lot of topics. The impact of bulk subscribers is exacerbated
by the fact that representative pub/sub workloads follow the
“Pareto 80–20” rule [16]: Most nodes subscribe to a small
number of topics. A partition without bulk subscribers would
require significantly more links to attain the TCO property; it is
therefore desirable to have bulk subscribers in each partition.
In view of this observation, we design Algorithm 6, the Divide-and-Conquer with Bulk Clones
algorithm. We
apply random partitioning merely to lightweight subscribers,
while replicating bulk subscribers in addition to every lightweight partition. As a result,
preserves the subscription
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Algorithm 6: Divide-and-Conquer with Bulk Clones
DCBulkClone
Input: , ,
Output:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
;
6:
7:
8: Randomly divide into
9: for
to
10:
;
11:
add
to
12:
for
do
13:
add
to
14:
15:
16: return

;

partitions

,

9

suboptimality is not so profound due to the small subscription
size of lightweight nodes.
Lemma 13: Algorithm 6 has the following approximation
ratio for the number of edges in the TCO:
.
The approximation ratio of
given in Lemma 13 is
better than that of
given in Lemma 9. In particular, is
relatively small and can be considered as a constant factor for
typical pub/sub workloads, while is a higher-order variable in
, which relies on the input instance.
If we define
, then Lemma 14 establishes the
running time for the
algorithm.
Lemma 14: The running time of Algorithm 6 is

;

correlation for each partition and thus achieves an improved average node degree as compared to
.
works as follows:
First, Lines 1–5 perform a bulk-lightweight partitioning of the
input. Second, Line 6 greedily builds a suboverlay
for all
bulk subscribers. Third, Lines 7–8 impose random partitioning
upon lightweight nodes. Finally, Lines 9–14 add to each lightweight partition the bulk nodes, and then conquer each partition
separately, where we reuse all edges in
.
To tune the bulk-lightweight partitioning,
introduces
an additional parameter, the bulk subscription threshold, ,
. Lines 1–2 rely on to determine the subscription size
of bulk subscribers:
, where
denotes
the topic set to which node subscribes, and
represents
the subscription size of node . Lines 3–5 further extend to
make sure that it covers all topics in .
Bulk subscribers tend to attract more links for constructing
TCOs. Even without granting them a more prominent role, bulk
subscribers still need to be able to sustain a high load in order
to process publications on their subscribed topics. In practice,
bulk subscribers are powerful machines whose users might be
monitoring a large portion of the traffic.
Before considering how to choose key parameters for
the algorithm (i.e., the implementation of
and
), we first establish correctness, approximation ratio,
and running time cost of the
algorithm.
Lemma 12: Algorithm 6 outputs a TCO for the input
.
Following the notations for
, for the th partition with
node set
, we denote by
the minimum
edge set that satisfies topic-connectivity for the instance
and by
the edge
subset induced by
.
does not construct edges across
different lightweight partitions because lightweight nodes
always connect to bulk nodes to attain topic-connectivity. This
might introduce additional suboptimality. Fortunately, this

The selection of the bulk subscriber threshold captures the
tradeoff between node degree and running time. On the one
hand, small threshold values result in treating the majority of
nodes as bulk subscribers, which favors node degree over running time. As shown in Lemma 13, threshold bounds the approximation ratio on the average node degree (regardless of the
number of partitions ). When is close to 0, all nodes are
treated as bulk subscribers, and
turns out to be equivalent
to
. On the other hand, large threshold values are favorable
for the running time at the expense of an increased node degree.
Keeping the threshold value low is important for reducing the
risk of poor partitioning in
, and thus providing a better
bound on the average node degree of the output TCO. Fortunately, even relatively small threshold values result in small bulk
subscriber sets for typical pub/sub workloads that follow the
“Pareto 80–20” principle (see Section VII). Therefore, in our
implementation of
in Line 1 of Algorithm 6, we
choose an that causes 20% of all nodes to be considered as
bulk subscribers. Since
in this case, this leads to a significantly improved running time of
compared to that of
according to Lemma 14.
To select of the number of partitions in
, we use
Algorithm 5 that estimates
, just as we do for
.
The considerations discussed in Section VI still apply, and
Algorithm 5 provides a reasonable value of
for
(see
Section VIII-D).
VIII. EVALUATION
A. Pub/Sub Workloads
,
,
, and other auxiliary algoWe implement
rithms in Java. We use
as a baseline because it produces
the lowest average node degree of all known polynomial algorithms. We denote by
the TCO produced by
, by
the average node degree in
, and by
the running time of
, where
stands for any of the discussed
algorithms. Given
, the topic diameter for
is the maximum shortest distance between any two nodes
in
. We denote by
the maximum
topic diameter across all topics in
.
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We synthetically generate three types of topic popularities:
uniform, Zipfian, and exponential. We also extract workloads
from real-world social networks, i.e., Facebook and Twitter.
1) Synthetic Workloads: Our inputs have the following
ranges:
,
, and
, where we define the average node subscription size as
. Each topic
is
associated with probability
,
, such that each
node subscribes to with a probability
. The value of
is
distributed according to either a uniform, a Zipf (with
),
or an exponential distribution, which we call Unif, Zipf, or
Expo, for short. These distributions are representative of actual workloads used in industrial pub/sub systems today [16].
Stock-market monitoring engines use Expo for the study of
stock popularity in the New York Stock Exchange [17]. Zipf
faithfully describes the feed popularity distribution in RSS
feeds [3]. Most experiment results presented in Section VIII are
based on these synthetic workloads, unless stated otherwise.
2) Facebook Dataset: We use a public Facebook
dataset [18], with over 3 million distinct user profiles and
28.3 million social relations as a second workload for our evaluations. In Facebook, when a user performs an activity (e.g.,
updating status information, sharing photos, or commenting on
a blog), all the user’s friends receive a notification. Therefore,
we model each user, say Alice, as a topic, and all of Alice’s
friends as the respective subscribers. Likewise, the friend set
of Alice forms her subscription set. Facebook relations are
bidirectional: Friends in Alice’s social graph subscribe to
notifications from Alice, and vice versa, which we capture in
our modeling.
3) Twitter Dataset: We also use a public Twitter dataset [19],
containing 41.7 million distinct user profiles and 1.47 billion
social followee–follower relations. Similarly to Facebook, we
model users as topics and subscribers. However, relations in
Twitter are unidirectional, i.e., Alice following Bob does not
imply Bob to also follow Alice.
We extract the workloads from the original Facebook and
Twitter social graphs with a methodology inspired from [20].
More specifically, starting with a random set of a few users as
seeds, we traverse the social graph via breadth first search until
we reach the targeted number of nodes, and our sample includes
all edges among visited nodes. The size of our samples is 1 K
and 10 K, i.e.,
or
.
We denote the instances of our samples by FB 1 K, FB 10 K,
TW 1 K, and TW 10 K, respectively. Reference [21] uses these
social network datasets and similar sampling methods for the
pub/sub system evaluation.
B. Star Merge Algorithm for

-

-

We evaluate the output and performance of two incremental
TCO-join algorithms:
and
. We compare these two to
, which builds the TCO from scratch.
We generate sub-TCOs as follows: Each suboverlay
has
nodes (
, where is the number of
sub-TCOs), and all suboverlays share the same topic set with
. We construct these sub-TCOs using
and feed
them to the TCO-join algorithms as the input.

Fig. 4. Average degree—

Fig. 5. Running time—

versus

versus

versus

versus

.

.

Fig. 6. Random partitioning versus clustering.

Fig. 4 shows that under different distributions,
and
produce similar TCOs with a slightly higher number of edges
compared to
. However, the increase in the average node
degree is insignificant
.
Although
and
produce quite close average node degrees (the difference is
),
runs considerably faster
than
. Fig. 5 shows that, under Unif, it takes
less than
1% of
on average, while
costs as much as 75% of
. We can explain this by the different ’s between
and
. To illustrate the dependence, we normalize by
the total number of nodes
and define the potential neighbor
ratio as . Note that the that
we present refers to , the potential neighbor ratio
for the node set .
achieves much lower , which is
18.6% in the worst case under Unif.
’s is 100%,
the same as
.
As the number of sub-TCOs that request to join increases, the
average node degrees of the
output remain steady while the
running time ratio of
to
decreases considerably, which
is caused by the decline in the . Notably, it only takes
0.28% of
’s running time for
to incrementally construct
a TCO with 8000 nodes. This further attests to
’s scalability
with respect to the number of nodes.
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Fig. 7.

versus

wrt .

TABLE I
RANDOM PARTITIONING UNDER UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION

C. Random Partitioning for Divide-and-Conquer
First, we evaluate the effects of random partitioning for the
algorithm. We run
400 times for the same settings
(namely, Unif,
,
, and
)
so that the only difference between different runs is due to
the random node interest generation according to the given
distribution parameters and due to random node partitioning.
Table I reports the statistics pertaining to the average node
degree, running time ratio, and the average size of a star set. In
Table I, all the values are stable with negligible variance values
across different experiments. Besides, the results validate our
assumption that
. We conclude that when the number of
partitions is reasonable, random partitioning is an efficient and
robust way to implement the divide phase of
and results in
small star sets that could be computed efficiently, which is vital
to the performance of
.
Second, we study the impact of on the output and performance of
. Given input , , and
, where
, the
algorithm is executed with all possible values of ranging
from 1 to
. We already know that
exhibits identical behavior to
at the two ends of ’s range where
and
. Fig. 7 shows that as the number of partitions grows
from 1 to
,
first increases gracefully, and then it starts
to decrease until it becomes equal to
. Note that
never
moves far from the horizon line of
. Under the uniform distribution, the difference in average node degree between
and
is less than 6 even when
reaches its peak. It is less than
3.5 when the running time of
is minimal. On the other hand,
’s running time (ratio to
) first slides down sharply and
then climbs up as increases. It touches the lowest point when
is around 10, which is relatively close to the left end of ’s
spectrum. Aligned with our proposed Algorithm 8 for choosing
,
(and consequently
) forms a similar U-shape

Fig. 8. Inner versus outer of

11

wrt .

as , and their lowest values are located close to each
other. This further verifies our approach to choose
by minimizing (which is equivalent to minimizing ).
Fig. 8 looks inside the operation of the
algorithm and
shows how the “inner” (divide and conquer) phases and the
“outer” (combine) phase contribute to the studied metrics for
different values of . As shown in Fig. 8, increasing leads to
the increase of
and
. However, we would like
and
to be the dominant terms because we expect
the total runtime cost to be as low as possible. Besides, in some
pub/sub systems (e.g., [20]), interpartition routing takes an order
of magnitude more time than inside-partition message distribution, so small
is desired for efficient event dissemination. Thus, instead of having many small partitions, it is better
to have fewer bigger and well-connected overlays. A well-selected should be relatively small and stand far away from the
endpoint
, which is again aligned with the value of
output by Algorithm 5.
Third, we compare two methods for the divide phase: random
partitioning and clustering. We choose random partitioning for
as discussed in Section V. As an alternative, we implement
the -means clustering algorithm with the following optimization techniques: We compute the Hamming distance between
two nodes, i.e.,
, and
we use random initialization and the elbow method to determine
the number of clusters.
Fig. 6 compares
and divide-and-conquer with -means
clustering under Zipf—we collect similar results for other
distributions.
achieves better time efficiency in all experiments. Under some input instances, -means clustering
might yield slightly smaller average node degrees than
because grouping similar nodes would cause fewer inner edges.
However, as the number of topics increases,
outperforms
-means in the average node degree because the placement
of bulk nodes becomes increasingly important. The -means
clustering tends to isolate bulk nodes from lightweight nodes.
The lack of bulk nodes results in a significant loss of correlation
in the lightweight node partition, which requires many more
links to build the sub-TCO.
Overall, these experiments validate our choice of random partitioning for the divide-and-conquer algorithm. We opt not to explore clustering techniques in greater depth, e.g., by using other
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versus

versus

versus

.

TABLE II
EXPERIMENT RESULTS UNDER FB AND TW

distance metrics or applying more sophisticated clustering algorithms. There is not much potential for improvement by using
clustering in the divide phase because divide-and-conquer with
random partitioning already achieves good performance both
theoretically and empirically (see Section VIII-D).
D.

and

for

-

This experiment evaluates the performance and scalability of
and
with respect to different input variables. Given
any
instance, we determine the algorithm parameters based on the analysis in Sections VI and VII: 1) we
select the number of partitions for both
and
by
Algorithm 5; 2) we choose the threshold for
s.t. 20%
of all nodes to be treated as bulk subscribers.
1) Running on Social Network Workloads: We execute
,
, and
under real-world social network workloads as described in Section VIII-A. Table II shows that
and
under all inputs. As the instances scale up,
shows more
substantial advantages over
in both average node degrees
and topic diameters. Under TW10K,
, but
is about twice of
;
. These benefits of
stem from our special treatment for bulk nodes. First, the replicated bulk nodes
contribute to minimize the number of edges: The replication
of bulk nodes in each partition greatly helps
preserve
the subscription correlation, which might be reduced in the
random partitioning phase of
. Second, bulk nodes serve
as the “connecting spots” for the TCO, which are beneficial to
diminish the topic diameters.
2) Comparison to Ring-Per-Topic: This experiment compares the average node degrees of
,
,
, and RingPer-Topic (
).
mimics the common practice of
building a separate overlay for each topic (usually a tree, but
we use a ring that has the same average node degree) [9], [11],
[22], [23].
forms a ring for all the nodes interested in

the same topic, and rings for different topics are merged into
a single TCO. Fig. 9 shows experiments under Unif. First, the
average node degrees output by
and
are quite close
to those of
, the average difference between
and
is 2.45, and
is slightly better than
(by 1.35 on average). As the subscription size increases,
,
, and
decrease, and the differences (i.e.,
and
)
shrink. Second, the average node degree of
grows almost linearly with the subscription size;
roughly equals
twice the subscription size, which is over 10 times the value of
(or
) on average. This demonstrates the scalability of
and
as compared to
.
3) Impact of
: Fig. 10(a) compares the performance
of
,
, and
with regard to the number of nodes
under Unif.
and
output similar average node
degrees, which are slightly higher than
. Both
and
run considerably faster than
.
obtains a
marginally better average node degree as compared to
,
i.e.,
on average, because
uses a
more refined partitioning mechanism. As the number of nodes
scales up, this marginal improvement is more profound: Both
and
decrease, and
becomes closer to
.
However,
stands relatively stable, and thus
is increasing. At
,
,
,
and
. However,
has an extra runtime cost
because of the additional calculation imposed by replicating the
bulk nodes: Under Unif,
is
and
on average.
outperforms both
and
in terms of
topic diameters. As the number of nodes increases,
is decreasing but
is increasing; at
,
. The root cause lies in the subscription correlation in the partitions. Increasing the number
of nodes increases the correlation—the node has a higher
chance to find a neighbor with a larger interest overlap.
preserves the subscription correlation by cloning bulk nodes
in each partition, and thus both average node degrees and
topic diameters decrease thanks to the increased correlation.
However, random partitioning in
leads to the loss of correlation in some division, especially for a large node set. The
size of each random partition in
is more or less the same,
so both average node degree and topic diameters for each partition stay relatively stable. As the number of nodes increases,
randomly divides the node set into more partitions, the
interpartition links becomes the major factor for the quality
of the output TCO, and both average node degrees and topic
diameters tend to increase.
4) Impact of
: Fig. 10(b) depicts how
and
perform compared to
as the number of topics scales up
under Unif. First, the average node degrees of all algorithms
increase with the number of topics. This is because increasing
the number of topics leads to reduced correlation among the
nodes. The gap in the average node degree between
and
becomes more noticeable as the number of topics increases:
when the number of topics reaches 2000,
which is an increase of over 69.0%.
achieves a lower
average node degree as compared to
, and the difference
against
is insignificant, i.e.,
when
. This is in line with Lemma 13, which shows the
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Fig. 10.

versus

versus

under Unif. (a) Number of nodes

improvement in the average node degree produced by
as compared to that of
. The results suggest that bulk nodes
play a more important role in capturing the correlation among
a node set when there is a large number of topics, and that the
placement of bulk nodes has a more profound impact on the
average node degree of the divide-and-conquer algorithms.
Second,
outputs the lowest topic diameters among
all algorithms:
,
, and
on average under Unif. The topic diameters
decrease as the number of topics increases since the overlays
have more edges. Third, both
and
run more efficiently than
.
exhibits a higher speedup as compared
to
when the number of topics increases. The time ratios of
and
increase at a low pace proportionally to the number of topics. Still,
and
in the worst case when the number of
topics is as high as 2000.
5) Impact of subscription size: Fig. 10(c) depicts how the
subscription size affects the
and
algorithms. We set
,
, and
varies from 50 to 150.
Under Unif, as the subscription size increases, both
and
decrease, and the gaps of (
and
)
shrink. We can explain this by the increase in topic correlation
within the node set when the subscription size grows. Like
,
both
and
also choose each link in a greedy manner
(but from a smaller set), so that the selected edge is more likely
to connect a higher number of TC-components since the nodes
share more common interests.
Topic diameters increase as the subscription size increases
since the number of edges increases.
is always lower
than
and
, and
on average.
The running time ratios of
and
compared to
further improve with the increase in the average subscription
size. Although more updates for an edge addition would be incurred,
and
significantly reduce the time for each update compared to
since each edge update in
and
only involves a small subset of all nodes.
Similarly to Fig. 10(a) and (b), Fig. 10(c) shows that
treads the balance between the quality of the output and time

. (b) Number of topic

Fig. 11.

13

. (c) Average subscription size.

versus

as

scales up.

lie between those of the
efficiency, i.e., both
and
in
and
algorithms.
marginally outperforms
terms of average node degrees, i.e., the difference
is 0.97 on average. However, this benefit comes at the expense
takes 4.4% more time as comof additional runtime, i.e.,
.
pared to
and
In summary, Fig. 10 shows the following: 1) Both
produce TCOs with low average node degree at signifunder a variety of typical
icant speedup as compared to
provides a more fine-tuned mechpub/sub workloads. 2)
anism to seek the balance between the average node degree and
the running time, and this benefit is especially important when
the instance scales up; as shown in Fig. 11, as the number of
topics increases from 1000 to 10 000, the suboptimality of
is significant:
becomes noticeable, and the advantage of
. 3)
significantly imat
.
proves topic diameters as compared to
IX. RELATED WORK
In order to improve distributed pub/sub system performance
and scalability, two directions have crystallized in the literature:
1) the design of routing protocols such that publications and subscriptions are sent in a most efficient way across the overlay network (see [10], [24]–[26]); and 2) the construction of the overlay
topology such that network traffic is minimized (e.g., [4]–[7],
[22], [27]). A number of recent approaches combine both directions [20], [23]. This paper focuses on the second direction.
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Topic-connectivity is a required property in approaches such
as [9], [11], [16], and [22], and is an implicit, not directly specified, requirement in approaches such as [7], [10], [20], and
[27]–[29], which all aim to diminish the number of unrelated
intermediate overlay hops in one way or another.
Baldoni et al. [7] proposed a self-organizing algorithm to
connect brokers matching similar events, which aimed to improve the overall system performance by reducing the overlay
hops for event routing. The authors pointed out that an overlay
should be constructed in a way such that brokers sharing interests are closer to each other. The approach targeted at content-based pub/sub and acyclic topologies, which is different
from this work. Chockler et al. [16] showed empirically that on
many practical workloads exhibiting well-correlated subscription patterns, and a simple distributed heuristic could effectively
reduce the average node degree for the TCO.
The theoretical formulation of pub/sub overlay design originated in [4]. Chockler et al. [4] proposed the
problem of constructing a TCO with minimum edges. They
proved the NP-completeness of
and presented the
algorithm that achieves a logarithmic approximation ratio
for the average node degree. References [5] and [30] pointed out
that
might produce a TCO with unbalanced node degrees by
effectively creating hotspot nodes with a high node degree. Reference [30] proposed the problem of minimizing the maximum
node degree in the TCO. Furthermore, [5] attempted to minimize both the maximum and average node degrees of the TCO.
The ideas underlying [4], [5], and [30] are inspired by the
standard greedy algorithm design principles and rooted in the
analysis for the classical minimum set cover problem. To the best
of our knowledge, we are among the first to apply the divideand-conquer approach to pub/sub overlay design.
We also designed divide-and-conquer algorithms to reduce
the maximum node degree of the TCO in [31], which targets at a
fundamentally different problem from the work presented in this
paper. Our algorithms in [31] do not guarantee any theoretical
bound on the total number of edges, and the output TCOs may
have significantly higher average node degrees.
Like most work in the area of pub/sub overlay network design (e.g., [4], [5], [7], [9], [10], [16], [21], [27], [28], [30],
and [32]), the TCO model and related approaches are oblivious to the low-level network infrastructure. First, incorporating
topology awareness is a performance optimization, but is not required for correctness. Second, topology plays a less important
role in the targeted environment, where all nodes reside in one
large-scale data center. As a result, the TCO model does not consider locality in the underlying network and implicitly assumes
that edges between any two nodes are equivalent. The assumption of edge equivalence is reasonable for a pub/sub system in
a data center but does not hold for Internet-scale applications
that are deployed across multiple data centers. Unfortunately, it
has not been widely studied (or hardly at all considered) what
effects the underlying (physical) network topology may induce
on the pub/sub overlay.
Indeed, building a topology-aware pub/sub overlay is an
important and challenging problem; our work (and many other
TCO-based approaches, e.g., [4], [5], [16], and [30]) serve
as a solid bedrock for this promising direction. To address
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this problem, the TCO framework could embrace several existing techniques. First, we could reflect network structure and
physical locality by measuring node distances based on some
network-level metrics [7], [11], [20], [33]–[37]. It would be natural to introduce edge weights into the TCO model: Intuitively,
we may hope to cluster nodes with similar interests while
preserving locality in terms of small overlay edge weights. We
could apply the divide-and-conquer strategy, but instead of
random partitioning, we need more intelligent mechanisms with
respect to topology, e.g., the binning scheme with predefined
landmark nodes [33], [36], [38] or clustering of nodes with
closer identifiers that encode network structure and geographical positions [27], [37], [39]. Second, besides the TCO, we
could build an additional overlay in which each node maintains
its proximity-based neighbors [11], [35], [37], [39], [40]. Then,
we could design pub/sub routing on the combined overlay. For
example, we could integrate small-world networks [13], [41]
into the TCO: Build a sub-TCO for each region (e.g., a data
center) with only local links and connect different sub-TCOs
via long-range links [20]. Third, we could design proximity
routing [33], [42] on top of the pub/sub TCO. This approach
would construct the overlay regardless of physical topology.
However, we would have to develop efficient routing protocols
that forward messages to the topologically closest nodes among
the next hop candidates in the routing table.
X. CONCLUSION
We introduce the
problem that attempts
to add the minimum number of links to join a number of subTCOs into a single TCO.
is NP-complete.
We develop the Star Merge
algorithm that efficiently constructs the TCO with a logarithmic approximation ratio.
Our approach inspires the divide-and-conquer strategy that
gives rise to a number of new algorithms for the original
problem. Theoretical analysis shows that with a
reasonable partitioning of the node set, our divide-and-conquer
algorithms are able to construct high-quality TCOs significantly faster than earlier alternatives. We motivate novel
techniques including random partitioning and bulk-lightweight
partitioning that capture the tradeoffs between the runtime cost
and the quality of the output TCO. We also provide a numerical
method to determine the number of partitions as the parameter
for any input instance.
Our comprehensive experimental analysis demonstrates the
performance benefits for our family of divide-and-conquer algorithms. The analysis also validates important design decisions for our algorithms, such as random partitioning, bulklightweight partitioning, determining the number of partitions,
and selecting the bulk subscriber threshold. We show that divide-and-conquer algorithms significantly reduce runtime cost
to construct TCOs with guaranteed qualities, e.g., average node
degrees and topic diameters.
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